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$0. ISTRODCCTIOS 
IN ORDER to study geodesics invariant under a given isometry. A on a connected complete 
Riemannian manifold ,CI. we introduced in [S] the space I\~(~)(:LI) consisting of absolutely 
continuous maps, G : I + ,LJ from the unite interval, I= [0, I] to :Cf whose derivatives are 
square integrable and which have the property that A(G(O)) = G(I). Ac(AI(:LI) has a structure 
of a Riemannian Hilbert manifold and the critical points for the energy integral E : AGc,,(,M) 
-+W give rise to A-invariant geodesics on !bJ, furthermore if ,!I is compact E satisfies con- 
dition (C) of Palais and Smale. 
In this paper we shall continue our studies in [5]. First we shall study the fibration 
AGcAj(hJ) -+ G(A), where G(A) denote the graph of A in !\I x M. This together with the 
main lemma of [5] gives us the main result of $1. Theorem 1.6. This is a considerable im- 
provement of our results in [S] and the existence of a compact l-connected Riemannian 
manifold with an isometry having no invariant geodesics seems very exceptional. By 
examples we shall indicate that our results in the non-simply connected case in some sense 
are best possible. 
In $2 we shall study the problem of the existence of infinitely many isometry-invariant 
geodesics. To do this we introduce a natural action of the real line !2 on L\~~~,(M) such that 
all points in a critical orbit give rise to the same A-invariant geodesic on M. The main result 
in this section is that any isometry which has a non-closed invariant geodesic has uncount- 
ably many invariant geodesics, Theorem 2.4. Furthermore we shall give a new proof for 
the fact that homotopic isometries on a compact manifold with negative curvature are equal. 
In the last paragraph we examine the behaviour of geodesics invariant under a one- 
parameter group of isometries, i.e. geodesic integral curves for a Killing vector field. As a 
by-product we get that if X is a Killing vector field with a non-closed geodesic integral 
curve on a two-manifold, ,LJ having compact isometry group, then .\I is a flat torus. thereby 
extending a result of Hermann [6]. 
Finally, I want to thank Professor J. Eells and Professor W. Klingenberg for encourag- 
ing conversations on the subject of this paper. 
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$1. HOlIOTOPY THEORY OF .&,,(.Cf) 
Fixing notation let us first recall some definitions and results from [j]. 
In $1 and $2, .!I bvill always be a connected compact Riemannian manifold and 
A : .\I + A4 a fixed isometry on .Lf. 
Definition 1.1. A geodesic JJ : W + M is called .-I-invariant if and only if there exists a 
0 > 0 such that ;~(t + f3) = A(;l(r)) for all t E !Z,. 
The Sobolev manifold, L,“(/, .M). consisting of absolutely continuous curves, G : Z--t ,\I 
from the unite interval I = [0, I] to M with square integrable derivative, contains the sub- 
manifold A G(Aj(RI) defined as the preimage by the submersion P : L,‘(f, $1) --t M x M, 
P(a) = (a(O), o(l)) of the graph of A, G(A) c ,W x :L!. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. The critical points for the energ)’ integral E : A,,,,(ILf) -+ 111 dejked 
by E(G) = jh(o’(t), G’(t)),,!, dt = Iio’lj,,* are exactly the points c E I\~(~,(M) \r,ith the 
property that c is a geodesic on &I with c’( 1) = A,,,,,(c’(O)). 
Proof. See [5]. 
PROPOSITION 1.3. E : Acc,,,(hl) + R satisfies condition (C) if &I is compact, i.e. for any 
sequence of points {qn)., on bvhich E is bounded and on rvhich grad(E) is not bounded away 
from zero, there exists a convergent sub sequence {a,,). 
Proof: For a more general theorem see [j]. 
Propositions 1.2 and I.3 allow us to study A-invariant geodesics on &I by means of 
critical point theory of Hilbert manifolds. The main lemma of [5] now states. 
LEMMA 1.4. if A : 111 + hl has no invariant geodesics exceptjixed points then the natural 
inclusion, Fix(A) -+ A,(,,( M) of thefixed point set, Fix(A) of‘A into A,(,)(M) is a hornotopy 
equivalence. 
This lemma suggests that we should study homotopy theory of A,,,,(M). From the 
point of view of homotopy we can as well as A,(,.,, (M), avoiding technical troubles with the 
topology, study the corresponding space CE,,, (M) of continuous paths with the uniform 
topology, the reason for this being that the inclusion A,,,, (M) -+ C&,,(M) is a homotopy 
equivalence, see [5]. 
From the fibration C”(Z, M) + M x M, Serre [9], we get the fibration 
(*) RIM i G,A,W) 2 G(A) 
where P is the obvious map P(f) = (f(O), f( 1)) E G(A) c M x hl and RIM is the ordinary 
loop space of M at a chosen fixed point of A. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let n/r be identified ~,ith G(A) by the map p A (p, A(p)) and let H : T~~-~(QM) 
E n,(M) be the Hurewicz map. r//e/r b1.e /lace for the boundary map 2 : n&G(A)) + n,_,(RM) 
in the homotopysequence of (*) rhat H 0 d 3 s, : n,(M) +Tc,(M)isgivenbyHo 3 OS, = 1 -A,, 
where lower star means induced map. 
Proof. Choose a fixed point of A as base point, i.e. assume A(p,) = p. and then let 
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(pO, A@,)) = (pO, pO) E G(A) be the base point. By construction of the homotopy sequence 
we have the commutative diagram 
xq(W n,(W 
a*. + n,(RM-) - i. 
I 
where the lower sequence is the exact sequence for the pair (C&,,(M), 0M). 
Let c( E n,(M) and assume that P,-’ 0 s*(z) E n,(C&,,(M), QM) is represented by the 
map 
f: (14, 814, F’) - (C&4,W), QM, PO), 
where Zq = P- ’ x Z is the q-cube, dZ4 its boundary, andY_’ = Z4-’ x {0} u (aZ4-‘) x I. It 
is then trivial to see that z is represented by the map 
3: (14, 214) - (M, PO) 
given by of =J(x)(O). 
Now 6 0 P,-’ 0 s*(r) = s([f]) is represented by the restriction offto the bottom, i.e. by 
f, : (P-1, dZ’_‘) x {I) - (QM, Fo). 
Evaluation of this map, 
3,:Iq-‘xZ - M 
represents H 0 S[f], i.e. f , : (ZqW1 x I, S(Zq)) -+ (M, pO) represents H 0 6 0 P,-’ 0 s*(u) = 
H 0 d 0 s.+(x). In other words, H 0 d 0 S*(Y) = H 0 d 0 s,(3) IS re p resented by the restriction 
of the evaluation off, 
3: (19 zq,.F’) x z - (n/r, M,p,) to zq-’ x z. 
From this we see that f gives rise to a homotopy betweenfrestricted to fq x (01 u fq-’ x 
Z u Zq x {I) and the constant map. However, 3 restricted to Zq x (01 u Zq-’ x Z u Zq x {I} 
represents from the above clearly --5( + H 0 d 0 s*(z) f A*(a), thus we have H 0 d 0 s, = 
1 - A,. 
Remark. The nature of this lemma is quite topological and is of course true for much 
more general topological spaces and continuous maps. In rci(M) the map 1 - A, has to be 
interpreted as IL --t 2 . A*(a)-‘. We can now prove 
THEOREM 1.6. Let M be a connected compact Riemannian man$old and let A : M + M 
be an isometry on M. Then we have: 
(1) If 1 - A, : n,(M) 4 x,(M) is not an isomorphism for some q 3 2, A has non-trivial 
invariant geodesics. 
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(2) Ifker(Tc,(M) 3 x +x A,(X)-’ E nl( .\I)) # {I}. A has non-trivial incariant geodesics. 
(3) ff n,(M) 3 x-+x . A*(x)_L E zl( .lf) is surjectice and if A has not exactly one fi.yed 
point, then there exist A-imariant geodesics on $1. 
(4) If n,(M) 3 x + x . A,(X)-’ E n,(~Lf) is not surjectice and if A has exactly one fixed 
point, then there exist A-invariant geodesics on ,CJ. 
Proof. If Fix(A) = 0, A has invariant geodesics, see e.g. [j]. Furthermore since Fix(A) 
is a disjoint union of totally geodesic submanifolds of XI, A has obviously invariant geo- 
desics if the dimension of a component of Fix(A) is bigger than or equal to I. Thus we can 
assume that Fix(A) is a finite set of points. Thereby using Lemma 1.4 we get that 
n&&(.,,,(M)) = 0 for q > 1 and n,(A ,,,,(Xf)) 2: Fix(A) if A has no invariant geodesics. 
However from Lemma 1.5 we obtain: 
(1) If 1 - A, : TC~~(M) + 7igo(M) . IS not an isomorphism, q,, > 2. then ~,,(A,(,,(M)) z 
$!(CGcA,(W) # (01 or nqO- i(&&W) f (01, {l>. 
(2) If ker(n,(M) 3 x +x . A,(x)-’ E n,(M)) # {I}, then ni(A,,,,(M)) # (1). 
(3) ni(M) 3 x --t x . A,(x)-’ E JIM surjective implies that A,(,,(M) is connected. 
(4) If rti(M) 3 x -+x . A,(x)-’ E n,(M) is not surjective, then A,(,,(M) has more than 
one component. 
Remark. (3) generalizes clearly Proposition II.9 of [S]. and (4) is the same as Propo- 
sition 11.12 in [5]. Also Theorem II.7 in [5] follows trivially from Theorem 1.6, and we shall 
see that we can extend Corollary 11.10 of [5] too, without using the fixed point theorem of 
Atiyah and Bott [l]. Let US, however, first mention that (3) and (4) in Theorem 1.6 in some 
sense are best possible. 
For the isometry A : S’ x S’ -+ S’ x S’ defined by A(x, y) = (y-l, x) we have that 
1 - A, : n,(M) +x,(M) is not onto, A has two fixed points and no invariant geodesics. 
Let us now give an example where 1 - A * : nl(M) --+ n,(M) is onto, where A has exactly one 
fixed point but no invariant geodesics: 
Let M = S’ x S’ with the natural flat metric and let A : TZ -+ Tz be given by A(x, y) = 
b-l, x 0 yj. Then 1 - A, : nI(Tz) -*TIN is represented by (-t A): Z 0 Z -iZ@iZ. 
A is obviously a diffeomorphism with exactly one fixed point, namely (1, 1) E S’ x S’ = T’. 
However A is not an isometry. On the other hand A has order six, i.e. A6 = l,v,, so averaging 
the metric over powers of A makes A into an isometry. The new metric is also flat so the 
geodesics are straight lines on the covering space R2 and it is now easy to see that A has no 
invariant geodesics. 
Let us now mention a couple of consequences of Theorem 1.6. 
COROLLARY 1.7. Let M be a compact connected Riemannian manifold with finite funda- 
mental group, n,(M), and let A : M + M be an isometry. If some prime power of A, AP”, 
p a prime, is homotopic to the identity map lM of ILi, then there exist A-invariant geodesics 
on M. 
Proof. The universal covering space h?l of M is compact since X,(M) is finite. Using 
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Serre’s K-theory with the Serre-class 44 being finitely generated abelian torsion groups we 
have that zJ.0) z z,,(!Lf) has non-trivial free part for some 2 6 q < n, see e.g. Spanier [12]. 
Let qO be the first such q and look at the induced map A, : xqo(:\f) --t nqo(.Ll) restricted to the 
free part of n,,(,Il). From the assumption it follows that A,Pm = 1. If now 1 - A, : n,,(M)/ 
torsion + n,,(!Ll),‘torsion is an isomorphism also (1 - A*)Pm is an isomorphism. Since 
ir,,(,LJ) is abelian vve have that 
p m 
(1 - A*)P”’ = c p c 1 (] (-1)4’ 1 (P-4). A*4 zp. * q=o 
both for p = 2 and p an odd prime. Therefore (1 - A,)P”’ is not an isomorphism on the free 
part of n,,(Jl) and consequently 1 - d, : n,,(hl) ---t rr[40(hJ) is not an isomorphism. 
COROLLARY I .8. ( I) If rank (n,( .!I)) is o&for some q >, 2, then any isometry A : M -+ M 
has an incariant geodesic. 
(2) If some rr,(Xl) contains exactly one Z,,for some k, then any isometry A : M -+ A4 has 
an incariant geodesic. 
Proof. (2) is obvious since A, : n,(M) -+ nq( M) by assumption maps Zzk isomorphically 
to Z,, and therefore ker( I - A,), # {.O) since A,(k) = k E Zzr,. 
(1) follows from the fact that I - B : Z”’ + Z m is not an isomorphism when B : Z m + H m 
is an isomorphism with finite order and m is odd; note that A, has finite order when A is an 
isometry on a compact manifold. This fact is probably well-known but since we have not 
found a proof anywhere, and also for completeness, let us prove it here: 
B:U”-+Z m is represented by a matrix with integer coefficients whose determinant is 
~l.ExtendBtoaunitarymap~:Z”@@-tZ” @ C from Cm to Cm and choose an ortho- 
normal basis for Cm consisting of eigenvectors for B, e,, . , e, Now if the order of B is k, 
then all the eigenvalues of B are X--roots of 1, and furthermore, since B is induced from a 
real map, we also have that if i. is an eigenvalue then its conjugate ,? is too. Since m is odd 
at least one of the eigenvalues is real and consequently equal to k 1. If + 1 is an eigenvalue for 
B , (1 - B) is not an isomorphism so assume that - 1 is an eigenvalue. Then we get 
l/?(m- 1) 
det( 1 - B) = 2 fl (1 - e’“l)(l - emi”]) 
j=l 
l/Z(m- 1) 
= 21/2(m+l). 
jc, (1 - COj(ej)>, 
where eie-’ are the eigenvalues of B. As roots of det(B - 1.. 1) we have, since B is induced by 
an integer matrix, that {eiO1) are algebraic integers. Therefore also flj (1 - cos(Qj)) is an 
algebraic integer, but if det(1 - B) = F 1 then fl (1 - cos(ej)) = + 1/21’2(m+‘) is also a 
rational number which gives a contradiction since a rational number, which is an algebraic 
integer, is an integer, see e.g. Nagata [9]. 
Let us give some concrete examples on manifolds to which Corollary 1.8 applies, 
Examples 1.9. 
(1) Spheres and projective spaces are the most obvious examples. More general compact 
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l-connected rational homology spheres and projective spaces are manifolds on which every 
isometry has invariant geodesics. 
(2) Any odd dimensional manifold with the same rational homotopy as a product of 
spheres will have a homotopy group of odd rank, so if simply connected any isometry on 
such a manifold has invariant geodesics (Lie groups). 
(3) According to Bart and Larsen [2] and to Larsen [8] an algebraic manifold A c CP” 
of complex dimension u has nt(A) = 0 and n*(A) = Z when 2a - n > 5, i.e. Corollary I.8 
can be applied. 
(4) For a k-connected manifold we have from Serre [I l] an exact homology sequence 
in dimensions less than or equal to 2k analogous to the homotopy sequence of the fibration 
R(M) -+ Cs(,,(M) + M. If therefore rank(H,( M”, Z)) is odd for some O< 4 < n and n < 4k 
we get that any isometry on M has invariant geodesics. 
Before we finish this paragraph let us see how we can combine Theorem 1.6 and the 
Lefschetz fixed point theorem to obtain, 
COROLLARY 1.10. Let M be a compact Riemannian manifold bvith the same homotopy as 
S” x S”, n > 2. Then any isometry A on M has invariant geodesics, except possibly ifn is odd 
and the induced map A,, on homotopy groups has order 6. 
Proof: Since the dimension of M is even we can assume that A is orientation preserving, 
otherwise dim(Fix(A)) > 1. Computing the Lefschetz number of A, A, in terms of homology 
gives the following (see e.g. Spanier [12]), 
AA = 1 + (- 1)” . trace(A, : H,(S” x S”) -+ H,(S” x 5”)) + (- l)2n . I. 
From Theorem 1.6 we know that if A has no invariant geodesics, then it has exactly one 
fixed point, i.e. the local expression for the Lefschetz number of an isometry with isolated 
fixed points (see e.g. Atiyah and Bott[l]) tells us that A, = 1. From the above this can only 
be true if the trace of A, : H,(.S” x S”) --* H;(S” x S”) equals (- l)“+‘. 
Suppose now that n is even and therefore trace(A, : Z2 -+ if’) = - 1. For the extended 
map 2, : C2 + C2 we have tr(A,) = tr(A,). Now if A,k = 1 zl \ve have for a diagonalization 
of A,, 2, = (2 Lo) that z” = 1 and z1 = Z2. Thus if tr(il,) = zr + z, = - 1 then z1 = e2ni’3 
and z2 = e-2nii3 and therefore det(l - A,) = 3 i.e. 1 - A, : n,(M) -+ n,(M) is not an iso- 
morphism, so Theorem 1.6 gives us the desired result. 
For n odd we proceed in the same way getting that tr(A,) = 1 only if the order of A, 
is six. 
Remark. From Corollary 1. IO it is natural to try to find an isometry on Sodd x Sodd with 
some metric having no invariant geodesics. The most obvious map f: .S3 x s' -+x3 X s3 
with 1 -f* : n&S3 x S3) -+ n&S3 x S’) an isomorphism for all q is given by f(-r, y) = 
(y-l, x. y). Furthermorefis a diffeomorphism with exactly one fixed point, howeverf is not 
an isometry for any metric on S3 x S3. 
Besides the Lefschetz number of A also the signature of A can give information (for 
sign(A) see Atiyah and Bott [I]). Let us finally mention another application of Theorem 1.6, 
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COROLLARY 1.11. Any Kiihler isometrj, on a compact Kiihler manifold with finite fzmda- 
mental group has intariant geodesics. 
$2. EQUIV.ARI.4NT THEORY OF _\~(,,j(M.i) 
There is an obvious action of 22 on AGC,,(,Lf), iIGCA,(,lf) x Z -+ AG,,.,)(M) defined by 
(a, n) -+A” 3 G. Let us extend this action to the vvhole real line, 
Definition 9.1. Define the map 
LEMMA 2.2. The action ~1 : A,c,4,(M) x R -+ AGo, (M) is a continuous action by isometries 
on &x,~)(W. 
Proof. Since A,(,,(M) x Z --f AGo, is an action by isometries on A,(,,(hf) let US 
w.l.o.,o. consider 0 E [0, 11. Looking at natural charts (see e.g. [j]) on ACCAj(:Lf) centered at 
g and at /c(a, 0) it follows using A 0 exp,Y = expAcrI = A,, that A((. , 0) : A,(,,(,W) -+ AGCAj(bf) 
is a diffeomorphism. The differential I((. , O), : TAGo,(M) --) TAc(,,(M) is under the natural 
identification TA,(,,(.cI) 2 AGo.,(T.W) given by p(. , 0) : AGC,JTICf) 4 A,,,JTM) from 
which it follows that p(. , 0) is an isometry on A,C,4, (M). To prove that ~1 is continuous we 
only need to prove that if 8, -+ 0 and G,, E A,(,,(M) is fixed then {~(a,,  0,) -+ G,, , the reason 
for this is that R acts by isometries. Because C&,(:Cf) is dense in A,(,,(M) it is sufficient to 
consider cr E C,“,,,(M), (for G E C,$,,,,( IVf we require also that a’(l) = A,(cr’(O)). Putting ) 
X” = exP,-'M~, e,1> we have to show that ]jX,J,’ = ~~X’,~jo2 + ]]VXJO’ = 5; 1 X,(t)/&, dt 
+ SE, / VX,(t)/&r, dt converges to 0. I]X,]io2 -+O is trivial and //VXJ,” -0 follows most 
easily by using the connection map K : TTILI -+ TlLf. 
Note that the energy E : A,(,,(&f) -+R is invariant under the action of R so we also 
have E defined on the orbit space TIG(Aj(!L1) = AGcA,(M)]W. The space TIG~.4~(M) is not 
Hausdorff. If G E C’,,,,(,U)\Fix(A) with a’( 1) = A,‘(a’(O)) then the orbit ~(a, iw) is an im- 
mersed C’- ’ submanifold of Ac(,,)(M); especially if G is a critical point for E : AG(A)(M) + R 
then ,~(a. R) is a critical immersed C”-submanifold of A G(AJ(M). Since the isotropy grot.;, 
@, = (8 E R 1 p(G, 6) = G’, at a p0iI-d G E A G(A,(iLf) is a closed subgroup of 22 it is either (01, 
infinite cyclic or R. We can now easily show, 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G E AGcAj(JLf) be a critical point for E, then 
(1) R, = {O] lyand only if the corresponding A-invariant geodesic on IV is non-closed. 
(2) R, is infinire cyclic with generator 0 if and only if the corresponding A-invariant 
geodesic is closed and the prime period of the normal geodesic is 0. 
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(3) R, = W if and only $G is constant, i.e. afixedpointjbr A. 
Let US mention that in case (2) 0 > 1 means that G is part of a closed geodesic on ,L1. 
0 = 1 means that G is a prime closed geodesic and finall>- 0 < I means that G ‘contains’ a 
prime closed geodesic on hJ. Note also that eben though the A-invariant geodesic on .IJ may 
intersect itself, the corresponding critical orbit in A,,,,, ( iI) is either a point, an embedded 
S’ or a 1-l immersed image of W with constant speed. according to the geodesic being a 
fixed point, a closed geodesic or a non-closed geodesic. We shall now examine the last 
situation. 
THEOREM 2.4. If the isotwetry A : ,\I -+ ?LJ has a non-closed incariant geodesic then there 
are uncountably manr’ A-inrariant geodesics on .\I. 
Proof. Suppose that c > 0 is a critical value such that the critical level E-‘(c) contains 
a point G,, whose corresponding A-invariant geodesic is non-closed. The orbit /~(a,, W) of 
go is completely contained in Kc = K n E-‘(c) = {G E E - ‘Cc) / G is critical) which is compact 
since E satisfies condition (C) of Palais and Smale. see [5]. Since now R acts by isometries 
we get that /L(. , @,,(A’,,) = ;L’p~n,o~ f r any 0 E /c(o, , R). v.here :I;, denotes the normalspace 
at G to the orbit p(o,, W). Choosing E > 0 small enough \+e can obtain that exp,,, is a diffeo- 
morphism of the E-ball (,V,O), to expno( lV,O), = (L’,,), Furthermore /1((5,,), , 0) = ( Lillc,,,. ,& 
and (D;coo.Bj B ) n (U,,), = 0 for 0 E R sufficiently close to zero. One could also use the 
exponential map of AGcAj( nl). From the last property folloLvs that the intersection of the 
orbit p(a,, W) with (C’,,), is at most countable. We claim that ,D(G~, g) n (U,,), consists of 
a countable number of non-isolated points in (u,,), . Indeed if ;((G~. R) n (UbJE contained 
an isolated point. this would imply that the orbit p(~". P) was closed in A,(,,(:LI) and thus 
compact since Kc is compact which leads to the desired contradiction. Now from Baire’s 
first category theorem follows that the closure of /c(a, , 2) n ( Cr6,,)t in (u,,), is uncountable: 
This closure consists of critical points for E. the orbit of each giving rise only to countably 
many points, thus there exist uncountably many critical points at the c-level whose corre- 
sponding A-invariant geodesics on 111 are different. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Let Ai: !LJi-+Mi. i = I, 2, be isowetries each one /lacing inrariant 
geodesics. Then ou M, x &J, \r.ith the product metric there are injinitel_v many A, x A,- 
invariant geodesics. Especially $A, is llonlotopic to I,\[, , i = I, 2, then Al x A, has inj?niteJl 
many incariant geodesics. 
Remark. It is natural to try to find conditions on the manifold IVJ and the isometry 
A : M -+ iI4 which would ensure the existence of infinitely many A-invariant geodesics. From 
Theorem 2.4 we see that if there is only finitely many A-in\,ariant geodesics on ,2J then they 
are all closed and the corresponding orbits in &,,,,(.bf) are consequently isolated critical 
submanifolds of Ac,rl, (.%I) each one difYeomorphic to S’. Unfortunately each closed 
A-invariant geodesic gives rise to infinitely many different critical orbits in AG,,,,(.\f) and 
there seems to us to be serious obstructions to carry over to our situation the methods used 
by Gromoll and Meyer in their study of closed geodesics [4]. The obvious generalization of 
their result would be that if the sequence of betti numbers for the space A,(,,,(ltf) is un- 
bounded then there exist infinitely many A-invariant geodesics on .cI. From this would 
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especially follow that if p,(A(.Lf)) is unbounded and A homotopic to l,bf then there is infinitely 
many -d-invariant geodesics. Corollary 2.5 may be vieived as a support for this conjecture. 
Let us finally note that the behaviour of a non-closed invariant geodesic may be wild. 
In the next paragraph ive shall see that we have much more control over a non-closed 
geodesic invariant under a one-parameter group of isometries. 
We shall now see how our theory can be applied in another coniext. 
Let ,LI be a compact Riemannian manifold with negative sectional curvature. It is well- 
known that the isometry group I(,tl) of XI is finite, see e.g. Kobayashi and Nomizu I [7]. 
Here \ve shall prove even more, namely 
THEOREM 2.6. Any m‘o iron7otopic isomerries on a com7ected Rien7annian n7anifoid with 
t7egarice cltrrature are equal. 
Proof. It is obviously enough to prove that if A : &I -+ At is homotopic to the identity 
map, l.,, of !Lf then A = I., . Now from A A I,,, follows that &(,,(&I) and A(hf) = 
11 G,L,,,j(LCf) are homotopy equivalent, see [5]. Let 0 E A,,,, (hf) be a critical point for E 
with E(a) > 0. The hessian of Eat o is given by 
H(E),(X, Y) = (VX, V Y), - (R(X. a’)~‘. Y)O 
for all X, Y E r, A,(,,(M). thus K,,, < 0 implies that H(E),(X, X) 3 0 for all X E T, AGC,,(:CI), 
where equality holds only lvhen /IVX lloz = 0, i.e. X is parallel and (R(X. a’)&, X), = 0, 
thus X= constant . cf. This shows that the orbit /~(cJ, W) is a non-degenerate critical sub- 
manifold diffeomorphic to S’ of index 0. Therefore any component of A,(,,(M) containing 
a non-trivial critical orbit contains no other critical points and is consequently homotopy 
equivalent to S’. All in all A cc,,,(Af) is homotopy equivalent to the fixed point set, Fix(A) 
of A plus countably many copies of 5’ for each A-invariant geodesic. The same argument 
shoivs that /\(hf) is homotopy equivalent to AI plus a bunch of 3”s. Since now AGo, 
and A(:Lf) are homotopy equivalent, they have especially isomorphic homology groups. 
Taking homology with Z,-coefficients we see that there must be a component of Fix(A) 
kvith dimension equal to n, i.e. Fix(A) = /Lf, or in other words. A = I,,, 
Reu7ark. Another application of our theory is the well-known fact that any orientation- 
preserving isometry on a compact oriented even dimensional manifold with positive curva- 
ture has a fixed point. 
93. KILLISG VECTOR FIELDS 
In [j] and in the previous paragraphs we have been studying geodesics invariant under 
a single isometry A. This is of course the same as the geodesic being invariant under all 
isometries in the group generated by A. It is therefore natural to study geodesics which are 
invariant under all isometries in a subgroup of the isometry group of the manifold. The 
possibility for the existence of G-invariant geodesics depends naturally much on the size 
of the group G, most often there will be no G-invariant geodesics. 
Here we shall concentrate on the case where G is a one-parameter subgroup of isometries, 
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i.e. a Killing vector field on M. It is easy to see that an invariant geodesic for a one-parameter 
subgroup of isometrics is simply an integralcurve for the corresponding Killing vector field. 
Denoting the Killing vector field by X it is well-known that the critical points for the 
function jl X jj : ,LI -+R are the points on AI through which the integralcurve for X is a 
geodesic (Proposition 5.7 in Kobayashi and Nomizu I [7]). From this follows easily: 
THEOREM 3.1 (Hermann [6]). Let G be a l-parameter group of isometrics on a compact 
Riemannian manifold hf. Then there exists G-invariant geodesics on .Ll. 
Since these geodesics are integralcurves for a vector field they are either simple closed 
geodesics or’non-closed geodesics without self-intersections. In s2 we saw that if an isometry 
has a non-closed invariant geodesic then it has uncountably many invariant geodesics. We 
shall now see that we can say much more in the case where there exists a non-closed geodesic 
on R/I invariant under a l-parameter subgroup of isometries on !Cf. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let M be a complete Riemannian manifold bchose isometry group, I(M) 
is compact and let X be a Killing vector field on I\/! having a non-closed geodesic, y as integral- 
curve. Then 
(1) y lies in a submanifold of M d’jf 1 eomorphic to a torus, Tk uith k 3 2 and any integral- 
curve of X through a point of Tk is a geodesic lying dense in Tk. Furthermore, 
(2) the sectional curvature of any two-plane tangent to Tk and containing X is non- 
negative. 
(3) If dim(M) = 2 then M is aflat torus. 
Proof. (1) Denote by G the correspondin g l-parameter subgroup of I(M) to X. Then 
we have the following group-actions on M, 
I(M) x M - M 
v II 
G x M - M 
U 
G x A4 - ; 
where G denotes the closure of G in Z(M). Since G is abelian so is G and as a closed con- 
nected subgroup of a compact Lie group, c is a compact abelian Lie group, thus c is a 
torus. 
Let now x0 E A4 be an arbitrary point of A4 and let G . x0 be the orbit through x0, i.e. 
the integralcurve of X through x0. The closure of this orbit G. x0 in M is equal by con- 
tinuity to the orbit (?. x0. Since now G is a compact Lie group acting on M the orbit 
-- 
G . x0 is a submanifold of M diffeomorphic to G/G,, , where c,, is the isotropy subgroup 
-- 
of c at x0, see Palais [IO]. G abelian implies that G/G,, is a compact abelian Lie group and 
-- 
thus G/G,, z G . x0 is diffeomorphic to a torus. If now y is a non-closed geodesic integral- 
curve of X then we obtain that the closure, ;I of y in Mis a submanifold of A4 diffeomorphic to 
a torus of dimension bigger than or equal to 2. Since all points of 7 are critical points for 
the function (1 X \I : M + iw, the same is true for any point of ;t and therefore the integralcurve 
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through any point of 7 is a geodesic. The dimension of G x0 may of course very well 
change with x,, , 
(2) Let p E 7, and let YP be a unite tangent vector to 37 = Tk at p orthogonal to X,. 
Define now the vector field Y along 7 by setting Y(t) = ($,),,(Y,), where {$,jriR is the 
flow for X, i.e. the one-parameter group of isometries G. By the construction of Y and (1) 
we see that Y is obtained by a one-parameter variation of ;I with geodesics, i.e. Y is a 
Jacoby field, thus 
(*) V2 Y + R( Y, y’)‘/’ = 0. 
Taking scalar product on both sides of the equation (*) with Y we obtain that the sectional 
curvature of the two-plane 2 = span(,Y, Y), X = 7’ is K, = - jlX(( -*(V” Y, Y). Now since 
[I YII is constant we have that 2(VY, Y) = $ I/ Ylj’ = 0 and therefore also 0 = $(VY. Y) = 
(WY, Y) + //VY[I’, i.e. K, = /IVYI/’ . lIXI/-’ 3 0. 
(3) (VY, Y) = 0 together with (VY, X) = 0, which follows from 0 = tt (X, Y) = 
(VX, Y) + (X, VY} = (A’, VY), gives us immediately that in the case dim(lW) = 2 M is a 
flat two-torus. More generally, if -7 c A4 is a totally geodesic submanifold of ~\/l it has 
curvature zero, thus if especially -7 = M, M is a flat torus. 
Remark. From the proof of Theorem 3.2 we see that K, = 0 if Y is parallel along 7. 
It is not clear to us whether this is true in general, but if so this would have the interesting 
consequence that any Killing vector field on a manifold with positive curvature has no 
non-closed geodesic orbits. This is true when ICI is non-compact; Gromoll and Meyer [3] 
showed that the isometry group of a complete open manifold with positive curvature is 
compact and that any non-trivial geodesic goes to infinity, thus a Killing vector field can by 
Theorem 3.2 not have non-closed geodesic orbits, 
Finally we note that we can also express K, by K, = I/X 1) -‘(V, X, V, Y) so especially 
if X is parallel we have that K, = 0. 
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